characteristic inJbrmation such as an origin, a direction, an orientation, a size and a shape. Of course, the force, with center as an origin with symmetric from any angle to any defined opposite angle in polar space obviously symmetric also across scales, is a perfect symmetric morphological force. The degree of symmetry in the force with reference to the characteristic information can be well defined by considering occurred change in the structure that is subjected to transformation (the transformations being expansion, contraction, either globally or locally, and the cascade of these two in two directions in discrete space). Yet the transformations due to which the changes occur are unclassified precisely. To classify these transformations rather precisely a morphological force [1] can be considered for investigations. However, the derivation of morphological force strictly depends on the subtracted portion, from transformed to non-transformed fields, and the predefined morphological force (both in discrete "n" dimensional space). The precision of the defined morphological force can be defined such that the morphological entropy should be zero while investigating the subtracted portion. The investigation is according to the pattern spectrum procedure [2] . As an example a circular type of structure has been transformed by an unknown transformation, say by forces of several physically, chemically, biologically defined types, in turn, say this structure has become circular with greater in size. In a simple way it can be said that the transformation made the structure at time "t" as a bulged structure at time "t / 1" uniformly. This is a descriptive analysis. If one subtracts the transformed structure from non-transformed structure, and if that subtracted portion is investigated with Now mostly with the advent of new geometric concepts such as fractals and multifractal formalisms, the degree of spatio-temporal heterogeneity in the effect is being quantified precisely, yet ignoring fact is the spatio-temporal heterogeneity of the cause. With the significance of quantifying the spatio-temporal heterogeneity in this morphological force (cause) coupled with spatio-temporal heterogeneity that is quantified for the actual structure under transformation (effect), our understanding the complexity may advance a bit further. The reason is the constant increase in the spatiotemporal heterogeneity in this cause. This is possible when one can reduce the collective intensity of the cause, the force, into a simple morphological entity with justifiable characteristic information. The laws that could be visualised hypothetically from a geoscientific point of views are based on the properties of structures when subjected to force are as follows.
A structure reaches the state of convergence during the process of continuous expansion by a force of size more than that of the structure.
(e.g., bulge of lake)
During the process of continuous contraction by a force of size of more than that of structure, the structure either disappears or disintegrates and then disappears. (dried up lake) A Euclidean type of structure will not undergo any change under the process of cascade of expansion contraction. However, there will be a variation in the transformed structure if any of the characteristics of force to expand is different from that to contract. (e.g., formation of Oxbow lake).
Under the process of cascade of contraction expansion, if the cumulative force acting upon the structure is less than the size of the structure, the transformed structure is geometrically similar to the force. As long as the structure does not disintegrate during this process, if the force to contract is different from that to expand, the morphology of the resultant structure depends upon the succeeding force and the structure remaining just before it gets vanished during the subprocess of contraction. The structure disappears if the cumulative force is more than the structure. Under any process, when both structure and force are geometrically similar, and also the cumulative force does not dominate the structure, the transformed structure will be geometrically similar to both original structure and force. Critical point is the iteration number at which the structure reaches the state of convergence. This point depends upon the process, characteristics of force, and the original structure.
